Elodie Irvine Retains Greene Broillet Wheeler, LLP to Further Explore Her Legal Rights Against UCI Medical Center's Liver Transplant Program

IRVINE, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Dec. 5, 2005--Elodie Irvine has retained the Santa Monica, CA. law firm of Greene Broillet Wheeler, LLP to further explore her legal rights against the University of California at Irvine's Medical Center and its liver transplant program. Browne Greene, Timothy J. Wheeler and Mark T. Quigley will represent Ms. Irvine.

Mssrs. Greene, Wheeler and Quigley will immediately begin investigating issues surrounding allegations of fraud, concealment and misrepresentation on the part of UCI Medical Center as to the availability of livers for surgical transplant and the ability of its liver transplant surgical team to perform such operations. They anticipate taking appropriate legal action in the next three to six weeks.

Elodie Irvine's earlier civil lawsuit against UCI Medical Center prompted a federal investigation into its liver transplant program, resulting in decertification of that program on November 10, 2005.

Editor's Note:

Browne Greene, Timothy J. Wheeler and Mark T. Quigley are with the Santa Monica, CA law firm of Greene Broillet Wheeler, LLP (www.greene-broillet.com); Telephone: 310-576-1200.
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